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I. I;>r?R0'^U(3TI0N
Tn the re^^lra of lieas no one has ever been nble to
speak with absolute finsality. Irleas that have held sway
in one (generation p;ive 7.'ay to others new facta are
discoverer? an ^ ne^- truths corae to ll--ht. "iuch har? been
th'^ cise in every ftel'^ of ©ndesvor. Gheiistry today
has 'afny more facts with vrhlsh to deal than it had a
century afro. /Vstronoriilcal theories have clianged aany
tl-aef? t»'lthln the oast thousand years. livery science has
chanp-ed. Philosophies have changed, Ne^ truths have de-
manded read .lustme nt of thoiiv^lit.
Relip;ion has always? been conser'vatlve . It has been
slow to accept new truths. Yet rellsrion has followed the
van p;uard and ha? sooner or later adjusted her vlevs and
beliefs to nev^ discoveries that have been nade fro-a time
to tl:ae although some who have held certain vler-s in .re-
lii^ion have changed very reluctantly.
II. -ITAT-^-n-tJT 0^ TM" p::o?l«:;!
This in particularly true rl on nev bodie?! of truth
challenp-e the authority of the Bible. Then none histor-
ical referGnc-3 in the Bible Ip nho'.?n to dir^apree ^'ith
over\vhel.ain^r evidence fron oth'.ir sources there ar-? those
who have maintained that In a>^,y case of difference the
Bible W'lB alv-^yn ri-iit. 01-' Tenta^aent stories vrhich at
one tlje were not uueBtione'i have been ch-'illen'^ied by
new truth which has deraanded a rea^ justraent In Inter-
pretation.
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Three attitudes hnve been taken to\7ard the Old Tcv^tanient
storlen.
The flrot in the vie^-^ of the literalipt. Everythlnfi:
that racordecl in the Old Tostsniont actually haDpened
arj'"! too»( place afi it in recorded. Go'"^ created tlie rorld
in six daya twenty-four hours each, ''•hen Joshua coa-
rasnde'3 the sun to stan^"* still, that Is the thinr that
actually ha opened. Although It was contrary to all the
lawg of nature, when Sli.^ah coraraanded the axe head to
float, it occurred.
Pacts of fj;aoloey an-l astronany and of the lav?s of
gravitation point out plainly that the nosltlon of the
literallst does not re^.t on ^Irm foundations. It is
based on the belief that Ood In Boae miraculous way
dlctatei the Bible to certain select Individuals who had
little or nothing to say concernlnt It. The hun^n elernent
is entirely lont f?i,frht of. '"1th Gcholars today this point
of view does not have any standing,.
The second view held is on no better foundation than
the first. It treats the Bible as a whole. If any of the
Bible 13 not true none of it is true. Klther it is accepted
or rejected. There is no inld':^le ground. The only conclusion
on© coul:i roach on this basis in that the entire 3ible
should be rejected. The fallacy of such a conclusion Is
8vi ''ent
.
The third view neither accepts the Old Testaiaent nor
rejects it. It lnterr)rets It in the lir,ht of all the
I
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Infomstion that inodem "ohol^irahlr) can throw upon It. It
r,oes into the historical background of all the stories and
writings. It tries to establish daten anc) authorship. It
endeavors to deternlne the pumore of the Dibllcal narratives
an*3 Interpret theca, bearing In nine! their original alia and
seeking out their universal truths.
The third vler, v-hlch l"? held by the na.'orlty of
•scholars, has force'; upon us a ner Interpretation of laany
of the stories and passatres of the Bible. (1) Perhaps no
part has underfTone so greAt a change as the Old Testament
and particularly the first 'D'art of It. "'hen one has to de-
teralne what part of the Old Testament shall be taught to
chll^'ren an 3 younj* peo^Dle, and ho^r it Is to be tau'Tht,
the oroble-Ji of Inter'^rotat Ion looae large on the horizon.
•Vt the beginning of the 2Qth century the material
used to teach our children an1 young peoole caae largely
froa the Bible* (2) Its oarticular value was not questioned
as lon^ as it wan Biblical, \ stu-^ly of the Bible froa
Gene^iri to .-Revelation *»a3 not unkno??n. One course T^hich
has ari^c-n an a reaction against the tendency to evaluate
teaching naterial uore critically is kno^vn as the "^'hole
Bible Cerles". It takes up a study of the Bible chapter by
chanter.
The Unlforr.i Lessons rhich had their origin in 1872
were based on the conception that the Bible should be
taught. The s^rae lespons ^ere used for all ages. It ^as
not until 1906 that there tv?5s any defini'.e atteant to
use only such materials for teaching children as were
suitable for thea. (3)

Our prosent scientific aiRe has cauaeci so.ie to reject
many portions of the Bible because they were not considered
8ult3.ble for tegchinrr chlliren and younjt people. The. chanfT®
has been brourtht ehout because of the chantto of eraphasls
froia "aaterisl centereri" cu^-riculua to "puoil centered",
curriculuin. That children are raore valuable than the
material they '^tu-lj, fe^ will question. Honever, v.hen it
comoe to dl.':C''3rr!ln*;t bodies of material that have been the
heritar-e of the apes in order to vaeet tho needn o^ children,
there arises a dlleuii^?. ^^hall we discard the naterial v/hich
is suitable for adults but not for children and thus li:ait
ourselves to certain sections of the Bibl^ or shall we try
to find out the needs of children are and select only
auch lanterliil ar-, will hel^.> ^eet those needs? The problem
that teachers an*-'^ those rasoonsible for tho construction
of the cur- iculuQ of reli*;ious education aust solve is that
of deterraininf^ iiow to use the suaterlal in the Bible v-ithout
leavlnfT out of consideration the puolls that are to be taught
111. DSFIMITIONS
In order to have a cojiaon startinif polntr foi' our
consideration it is necessary to define th-^ ter^s "teaching
value'', "ravth" and ''legend'', and to distin?T;ui8h l-;etween a
"ayth' an - a legend '\
^hen referring: to teaching values in this paoer, 'values
will connote rellrious and ethicni vaiuos .^fwhat value ia Ihe
story as far an our relationahio to God and Ris world is
concerned? '^hat ethical values are found In the story?
1I
These quQGtloriB are kept in n\nd in doalinr. with the
subject
.
"Any rr>n('*<^v^''i'^. story coninfr down fro3 the post, but
noL verifiable b^; ,ii f^toriC'*?.?- record" is one cefinition
given to a lef^en^'' . ^nxnh a definition if? eynonoaous in nsny
resncots with th'^t of n rayth. "A myth" ir defined as
"a story of gre^t but unknown ar.e *^'hich orlf-.lnally enbodied
a belief regard I np- oone fact or ohenoraenon of exTierience,
and In which often the forces of nature gnd of their noul
are
_
ncrsonifled ; an ancient legend of a ;*od , a hero, the
orlfTin of a race, etc; a ^^onder Btory o"^ -DrehlBtoric origin
a r^opulnr fable v^hich i", or has been, received as h\ ?tor-
ical," (A) G-unkel points out the distinction betveen a
legend and a myth when he Bfiys "myths ...... are
eto^lo^ the- roda, in C'-^ntrad 1 Fti notion to the legends
in which the actorv«? are nen. r>tories of the {code are in
all nations the oldest narratives; the legend as a
literary variety has itn o^-ip^in in rayths. ' (5)
Legends and nyths can be classified into three
g:rour)n. This classification will throw lip-ht on a de-
finition. The first Rroun, the "true legend'*, concerns
itself \'-lth the activities of raen with respect to other
non- Here the f<ods do not enter the starte. The second
is thc"legend-'ayth" in which laan and the p'ods are involved.

The third, the 'pare myth", represents the gods In their
relation to one another. (6)
In dealing with the legends and ayths of Israel
it would not be out of order to refer to all wonder
stories that are not verifiable by historical record
as legends. The absence of pure layths can be explained
by the fundamental conceotlon of the relief ion of Jahweh
as monotheistic. At least two gods are essential for a
myth. Hence, the Old Testament does not tolerate myths
in their genuine and uniaoaifled form. Gunkel describes
the rayths of Israel clearly. "The monotheism of Israel
tolerates only those myths that represent Crod as acting
alone, as in the story of the creation, and even then
there is no real 'story\ ^vhere action and counter-
action give rise to a new situation or action. Or at
the most the story deals with action between God and
en, where, however, men are too weak in the true
Israelitish conception to be worthy rivals of G-od, to
produce in their clash with God a real epic action; as
soon as God intervenes all is decided. If in such a case,
a 'story' is to be told, aen niust ijerfoni their oart
first. This is the laethod of the legends of Paradise
and of the Tower of Babel. 7.'ith the story of the ^^eluge
it is different, G-od taking oart from the beglniiing; but
as a result of this the continued interest of the hearer
is not maintained. Furthermore, it should be noted that
the lea-ends pre -erved to us with mythical elements are

much less numerous than tho legends of the patriarchs
in which this ele:aent in absent. This fact also uay
fairly be refJifirde^l as a result of the Israelitish
aversion to iaytholof,y" (7)
For oar puroose then, a legend .nay be defined as
"any ronderful etory coialnp, down to ur. fro:^ the p^^gt^but
not verifiable by nistoric.il record^ dealincr rith the
exploits of Jisn." ayth is 'any wonderful story coraing
down to us froT, the oast, but not verlfi^^ble by historical
record, dealing with the exploits of .aen iu their relation
to a fTod or gods, or of the exploits of gods in their
relation one to another."
IV. HlfiTORIGAL BACKCP'^-T'"^ fO^ T'' ' UZn'Z--^'-^-> !Y^!!'' O^- GSTiESIS
" hatGver the source or soui'ces of tim legends of Israel,
it is evident that they were developed while Israel dwelt
in Palestine. ileQQut discoveries havc thz-orn light upon
the history of that ti.ae and have given us much infomation
about the habits and GUBto:'as of the peoole. Just uhere
the original houe of the Israelies was is a saatter of
conjecture. (8) Hcripture records their cociing into
Palestine froa Kg^pt under the leadershio of Joshua. For
forty years before their entrance into 'Janaan they were
in the wilderness between Sgypt and Canaan under the
leadershio of iMoses. The aporoxiniate date set for
the entrance of Israel Into Canaan is 15^0. B. CJ.
According to the stories of the editors

known as and P they conquered the country as a vic-
torious array. Accordinf?. to the J document theirs was a
slow invasion which Involved the slow amalg'ination of the
Israelites with the inhabitants of the land. The latter
view is the more natural and h«nce seems more valid.
The Old Testament records many of the conflicts
between the Israelites and the inhabitants of the land.
The Afflorite is mentloned^as is also the Ganaanite* (9)
Historians are not agreed as to the exact relation of
one with the other. The E document refers more frequent-
ly to the Amorite ana the J narrative to the Ganaanite.
Bettholet's explanation of the relation of the two seems
valid. "It is more probable that ("anaanite and Amorite
were names for successive strata of piaoulation, anc^ that
the Canaanites were the later ccaers, who partly subju-
gated the more ancient Amorite, drove them to the nllls,
and as the dominant race gave their name to the country",
(10)
The Influence of the land of Palestine and its in-
habitants on the legends and myths of Israel will bo
dealt with later in this thesis, (li)
Four probable sources for the le«:ends of Israel
are given by Pat6n. (12)
1. They may have originated in the desert and have
been brought into .Canaan at the time of the conquest.

2. They lav have been developed by Israel durln^^
thoir Deriod oi residence in Canaan.
3. They laay have been brouftht froi3 Babylonia, Egypt
or so:a« other foreifn nation*
4. They nay htive been learned fron aboriginal in-
habitants of Canaan a^ong whOxH the . Hobre^-^r- settled.
In rera*^ '' ^ the fire+ source "^.1 be et^te '- that
if the tradltioHP. were, brought in froin tiiO •.''esert they
would sho^r no connection with 'Janaan. There was a stronfr
tribal uiiity - ' +i:ie of the conquest of ralentine. One
tribe T^ould Join another, tne weaker loeinp Itra identity.
3uch could be the c^se ^ith Canaan. Sorae o-^ the lep-ends,
however, do not center in Oanaan. T 'ey aay have had their
origin in the dere^'t. (13)
The lerr,endn may have been develooed by Israel durlnj^
their 'Jul iDu of residence in panaan. ])urinp: Israel's stay
In Palestine there Tvas an a!aal^?;aniation of some of the
triben with others. The tribe of Judah fused ^ith a
Canaanltish tribe in the neighborhood of Abdullan. The
Kennezzite° and the Kennites wer • annexed to Judah. (14)
"'ith r'5<5oeot to the third sugrestod sourc? it ig
coa:aon information that there If a close connection be-
tvaefin so;ae of the traditions and lerends of Pjabvloni^
and th^^e of the llebrevi's. There i^ rn. stri^rin'- ^' n.lrrity
between the Oreat ion stories of ^ :ie t^o oeor)ie. a. he only
question is as to the time the Babylonian storier came
Into Palestine. They ^UBt have corae in before the exile
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for they vere found ©ailler than this tii.ie. There is no
evlf?ence that the Israelites came under Babylonian In-
fluence as early as the ti.ne of the conquest. ^*M1 these
trar^itlons have local color, which shov?s they were re-
modeller! in the land of Canaan before they cane into
the hands of the Hebre^vs". (15) "The only possible de-
duction l8 that the Oanaanites learned the Babylonian
priraitlve traditions in the tirae of the Babylonian
suTDremacy in the third :ailleniuia B. G« and passed thera
along to Israel v;hen :3abylon lost her prestige and v:as
not able to iiapart information directly." (16)
The conclusion to which Paton would point us is
that the Hebrews learned their traditions from the ab-
original inhabitants of Canaan. His contentions follow -
''Israel of the days of David and Golonon was not a
lineal descendant of Israel of the days of Uoses, but
was the product of a raingling of Hebrew clans with the
aboriginal inhabitants of the land". (17)
Proof of a Canaanitish as well as a Hebrew origin
of the patriarchal narratives can be deduced frora the
fact that two distinct conceptions are held of all laain
features of the lives of the forefathers.
There are two ideas as to the tl.ae they lived. In
Genesis 14 Abraham is rer)resented as a conteraporary of
Haiaurabb'i, 2300 B.C. The Araiaaean invasion dates 1300 B. C.
There are also different names applied, to v,'it, Abram and
Abraham. (18)
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There are two conceyDtions ??b to the region in which
they (^W9lt. The 0>inaanit l^>h story olaces the origin in
Oanaan, the Hebre^." In L.io- ^esert.
There are two conceptions ^3 to the I'ogion from
trhlch thft p?.1:rir'.rchs uljratoO. The J document places it
at Haran; P and g.t Ur. The Haran story is I e/rryelit ish,
,the Ur, Canaanitish.
Two na-nee are given to iiost of the patriarchs.- Abrata
and! Abrahaia. There is no etyiQnlogical connection "belvreen
«
the t'l-o. "The only natural exrjlanatlon is the theory
that the ^ '"o sets of "naffiee represent in'.leoendent tradi-
tions, one derived froia the Canaan Ites, the other froHi
Israel" (19) \galn Paton states that ''*the combining of
these t-o sets of na.ae? was a result of the fusin?^ of
the 'lanaanltes end Hebre'vs into one oeoole. 'Vhen this
was affected, it war? only natur^^l that the effort should
be made to identify ancestors. The Hebre^-^ lia:aigrants
claliQed descent fro'a Israel, the Canar-anite aborigines,
frora Jacob; consequently Israel hf.d to be Identified
with J^cob. Jacob T^as rc-,~arv^ed as the older name which
was 3uoers?ded by Israel, because tl'.e Canaanites were
conquered by the Hebrews, The ir.fluence of religion in
t
brinffing about this union ^'as er^^resned by the traditions
that the change took olace at the sanctuaries of I>ethel
and Pcnuel." (20)
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The sources of the tr'arlltions of Genesis as eiven by
Qor^.on follow:
1 - Traditions purely Israelite - (1) Keralnlscences
of their wanderin<'Ts In the East: the tioenlo colo-arinp: of
Paradise (ll:3f), tlie disnerssl frora Babel (xl:8f), the
descent from AriDachshad (x:2A), the i'esopotaialan line
(xl:l4ff), and the migrations of .-.bracj (xl:2Bff), CJaln and
Abel (lv:2ff).
11» - Tra'lltlons derived from the Ganaanltes: the
amours of the anpels (vl :l-4)
111. - Traditions Intro-'' uced by the Kenite allies
of Israel: the orlt;ln of the world ll:5f^), the line of
aborlfTinal patriarchs (lv:l, 17ff ) , an! the beginnings of
clvlllaatlon (lv:20fr).
iV. Traditions tr^.nsiaitted froia the Babylonians -
(1) Throu4?h Oanaanite influence In the earlier period:
the raw ^aaterials of the narratives of Paradise and the
Fall(chaps. 11 an'^ 111), and the to\?er of Babel (ll:lff)
(2) Directly, about the reign of Ahaz : the Flood story
of J , a j'eneral acquaintance with ten antediluvian
patriarchs {iv:25f), and knowledge of Babylonian and
Assyrian geogranhy and legends (ii:10ff),
xtSff.) (3) Again directly, during the Sxlle: P's more
minute acquaintance with these traditions, as sao'.rn in
his account of Creation (Ch. 1), his elaborate line of
patriarchs ( ch. v), ^3nd his story of the Ploo* (chs, vi-ix)"
(21)
(
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No one source c?.n account for all the leif^ends azid
myths of Qenesla. From the discussion that follows it
is evident iihat .aa;ij infiaences were broa^aint to jear
on those responsible for giving us the lef^ends as we
have thein. Babylonia, .u.aeria, Ganaan, -f^ypt aiy\ other
nations surrounding raLestlne each left its l.uoress on
Israel. Tht seographlcal location of the country
made it i.rapoGsible for any of the inhabitants to remain
ieolated. i'aiestiae was the eastern aoltlnix T)ot of the
natiouB- Ita traditions wero cosaopolitan in their
origin.
jiwal'^ in liis History of Israel written in 1371
gives the interpretation of Gunkel that aigratory
aovenents of triboB were oersonaliacu . "»ith a, how-
ever, as with Gunkel, this interpretation Is not in-
consistent with the Individual existence of the
patriarc'-iG. (22)
The legends and myths of the Hexateuch are attributed
to four editors or G0i3r)ilfcrs, (23) Tii ^ Jahvistic or Judoean
Narrative, J, wrif^.en about 850 B. the ;^lohlGtic or
Ephraeraitic Narrative, K, written about 750 and
published in 621 T3.C.^ the FrieBtly Code, ?, Tvritten
about 500 B. G. 2i"d the Deuteronoraistic , D. (24)
r
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Since the original documents were written they have
been compiled by various other authors until they have
come to "be in their present form. J and S were combined
by RJe at about 650 B. C. JE and D were coablned by Rd
between 600 and 550 B. G. JED and P were conbined by Rp
at about 400 B, C» Since that time only one addition
has been made, that being Genesis 14, at 300 B. G. or
later. (25)
Each one of the documents J, E, D, and P have their
own characteristics and peculiarities. J is found in
Genesis, Exodus, Nu abers and Joshua. Its style is pic-
turesque, vivid, ns0.ve, natural, concrete and robust.
As a story teller J Is unsurpassed. Elohlm is used for
God when a covenant is mentioned. Emphasis Is laid on
his abstract nature. J holds an anthropomorphic idea of
God. Sacrifice is subordinate to prayer. He tries to
solve the problems of evil, labor, sickness, death and
language. ^Ith him ftuman history is divinely ordered.
The conquest of Canaan was brought about slowly and not
as described by B and P where Joshua is the completely
victorious general. J conies from the Southern Kingdom.
I P 1Both J and E are subdivided into J and J and B
and E . E is generally considered as Includlngy^from the
promise of Abrahsua to the national assembly in Joshua
24. The aim of E is more specific than J. E never has
concrete representations of God. He is a dualist. He
emphasizes the supernatural element. He is hostile to

Idolatry. God Is the supreme ruler. Canaan was conquered
by Joshua within a few years. His home was in the Northern
Kingdom.
P aims to teach the law with its historical sanctions.
He is more interested in correct fo2?ms and ceremonies
than in inner righteou-ness. His particular function was
that of protecting Juda^ma from the disintegrating
influences of foreign culture. To him there were four
periods of history as follows: (1) From the Creation to
Noah. God called Elohim. (2) Prom Noah to Abraham. Covenant
with Noah. God, Elohim. (3) From Abraham to Moses. Covenant
with Abraham. God fre\|uently called El Shaddai (God
Almighty) (4) Moses to Joshua. No new covenant. God
called Jehovah. P is not a reliable historian. He tells
what ought to have happened. The author* s home is in
one
Babylon. He was who remained after 538 SC.
A
Vll . HOW THE LEGENDS CAilE TO BE WRITTEN
There is little question but that the legends and
myths of Israel as recorded in the Hexateuch were not
the Invention of the writers. If they had been written
first it is probable that some discoveries woul.l be
made that would throw light on the origin of the legends.
However, it can be stated with some degree of finality,
that the legends were first told verbally. Q,uestlon8 arose
in the minds of the ancestors of the Israelites concerning
phenomena that they could not understand. Explanations
were demanded. The question * how did the world come into
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exlstence* was explained "by the legend of the Creation.
OT>e
Someone began the story. It was repeated from generation
to the next. The Influences of other peoples and their
stories ^/rere "brought Into play. Then writing came into
existence. Soraewhere along the line some one wrote down
the popular explanations that had hitherto been told from
one generation to the next, ^hen the legends were put
into writing they came into the hands of various editors
and compilers who wrote thera down and added their own
notes
,
additions and corrections. The probable editors
have been mentioned on page 13 above.
V11.1 CLASBI FX CATION OF TWS, LEGENDS AND iOTHS OF ISRAEL
Gunkel states that in the mass of materials given
in the legends and myths of Israel two groups of material
^re distinctly recognizable. (26)
"1. The legends of the origin of the world and of
the progenitors of the human race, the storljs down to the
tower of Babel, their locality being remote and their
sphere of interest the whole world.
"2. The legends of the patriarchs of Israel: Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob, and the latter' s sons, the locality and
the sphere of Interest being Canaan and adjacent lands. (27)
The classification of Gunkel (28) is used as a basis
for our consideration. He divides the legends into six
groups: aetlologlcal, ethnological, etymological, cere-
monial, geological and other legends and mixed legends.
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The setplogical legends are those that are written
with a distinct purpose in vlevr. They atteapt to explain
something. The answers to a chl" '*'S questions concerning
origins and certain phenonenon would cone 'n this class.
Answers to aany questions and solutions to raany problems
that vexed the m^nd of primitive man are given In these
legends. (29)
Ethnological legends answer the questions regarding
the origin of tribes and peoples and their relationship
one with the other. In the sense that they attempt to
explain something they are aetlologlcal. Again It Is
difficult to distinguish between this type of legend and
the purely historical. In so far as is possible, ho^vever,
the legends will be classified according to their dominant
note.
IStycaological legends are those that give an explan-
ation for the origin of the naiaes of places. This type, too
Is aetiological. These legends make a beginning of the
science of language. Iluch time Is spent on the origin
and the real meaning of the names of trees, mountains,
wells, sanctuaries and cities. Names of places often
have their origin in the name of some person or some
event or have some other significance attached. Harvard
University is named for John Harvard. Boston Is named for
the English town of Boston. Nekton was formerly New-towne.
Monantum is an Indian name for "place of rejoicing". So
the names of places in Oanaan have their particular
ic
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Blgnlflcance and more truly so than Is the case with the
names In other, and not so ancient countries.
Ceremonial legends attempt to explain the regulations
of religious ceremonials. They tell why certain ritual
is used, and why certain cereaonles are ^oerforraed by the
peoDle of Israel. Qunkel suggests that it would not be
difficult to l:Qagine that the legends connscted with
certain ceremonies were told at the time of their obser-
vance Just as today the storla of Ghrlstiaas and 'faster are
told In connection with those two observances. These
legends are particularly valuable because they give us
some Insight Into the early religious life and religious
practices of Israel.
Geological legends attemot to expl'^iin the reason for
certain physical features in the land; the Dead Sea with
its surrounding desert, the oasis at Zoar and many other
places pre explained by legends. Such geological legends
are aetlologlcal in that they are purposive. The diatinction
is to be found in the thing they attempt to explain.
Mixed legends are those that co:ablne the elements
of several other types into one. The Interpsnotratlon of
types has been Indicated above. The majority of the legends
could well be classed under this heading.
To this list has been added, another which is noted as
historical. This type includes the story narratives such as
that of Joseph. These stories are told merely to give In-
forraatlon concerning one of Israel's ancestors.
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On the basis of the above classification the legends
contained In the Book of Genesis have been divided.
IX. AN EVALUATION OF THE LSQENDS AN:?' IITTHS OF ISRAEL WITH
RSSPEOT TO THEIR TEACHING VALUE.
The legends of Genesis will be treated In the pages
that follow frora the standpoint of their teaching values
for the present day. The majority of the legends will
be considered briefly. In every case, however, two things
will be kept in aind: first, the original purpose of the
legend^ and second. Its present day teaching value.
The source of some of the legends and layths will be
dealt with In instances where there Is comparative
aaterial frota other countries that throw light on tlie
probable origin. Such is the case with the mythsof
Creation and the Deluge. With others the problem of
source will not be considered.
In some cases a group of stories will be treated as
a unit. This method is used since one cannot appreciate
fully sonje individual stories with bearing in mind their
relation to the whole legend-cycle.
From each group certain legends will be treated in
more detail*
1. Aetiologlcal
Aetiological legends are found more particularly in
the first eleven chapters of Genesis. The first myth in
the Bible Is aetiologlcal. 1. e. The myth of Creation.
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th:^ Wrrn of creation. The creation story In Genesis l-2:4a.
Is attributed to the Priestly writer and the account of
the creation of uan found in Genesis 2:4b*7 and the creation
of woman. Genesis 2:18-25, to the Jahvlstlc writer. Thus
the older narrative dating aprjroxliaately 850 B. C. carried
the account of the creation of man of woiaan with the date
A
for the rest of the story ooralng two hundred and fifty years
later.
The Creation myth is not peculiar to Israel. Such
myths have been found In other countries. The closest
parallel to the Hebrew myth is found in Babylonia. Their
relationship snd interdependence Is not questioned by
modern scholarship. The parallel Is so evident that it
is proper to assume their similarity. The problem is how
did they come to be so much alike. In this regard three
theories can be stated. First, Babylon received their
traditions from the Israelites^ Second, the Hebrews re-
ceived their traditions from Babylon, and third, both came
fn>m a common source.
As for the fIrst^ little need be stated. It is generally
agreed that the original source of the myth is not Israel.
Dates for some of the Babylonian myths indicate that they
were in existence long before the myth of Israel. Hence,
this theory can be dismissed with no more mention.
The second theory is more commonly accepted. In
1852«1854 Hormuz, excavating at the ancient site of Nineveh
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found the llbaary of Aaburbanlpal who was the last and
greatest king of the golden age of Babylon dating 668-626
B, C. Thei*e ai»e now In the British Jiusema 300,000
tablets of various descrlt>tlon8 that were taken froia the
library. In 1875 George Salth^ the director of the Museua,
published a translation of the Creation tablets. (30)
The Babylonian account and the Hebrew acounts con-
tain many points In comraon. Beth begin with cliaos. In
Genesis 1:2 1^ a parallel with the story of Tlaaiat in
the Babylonian account. The creation of light laay be par-
alleled by the revolt of Tiaiaat. The creation of the finaa-
ment and waters coinoaris with the division of the body of
^
Tiamat. The fourth act of creation, that of earth and
vegetation, may be compared to the account in the 5th
tablet where Bel formed the earth out of one half of
Omorka's body. The fifth act, the creation of the heavenly
bodies, finds a close parallel in the 5th tablet, ^"hile
Peters states (31) that no parallel exists for the creation
of man, in King is given the translation from a new fragment
that indicates a close oarallel:
Uy blood will I take and bone will I (fashion)
I will make m ti, that man may ....
I will create man who shall Inhabit (the earth)" ,32)
The second theory states that there was a direct in-
fluence between Israel and Babylon, That particular theory
has been superseded by another. Speaking of this trans-
ition Skinner states -

"Largely through the influence of Gunkel, a different
view has coae to prevail, viz., that we are to think
rather of a gradual process of assimilation Of the
religious Ideas of Israel in the course of oral trans-
mission, the myths having first passed into Canaanite
tradition as a result (iraniediate or remote) of the
Babylonian supremacy prior to the Aaarna period, and
thence to the Israelitee." (33)
The third theory, that both the Babylonian and Hebrew
myths had a coraiaon origin, has its advocates. That common
source is held to be Babylonian, Suraerian or Amorite. In
regard to the first two the following statement Is made
by King:
"One point, which we may regard as deflrAtely
settled by our new material, is that these stories of
the Creation and of the early history of the world were
not of Semitic origin. It is no longer possible to
regard the Hebrew and Babylonian Versions as descended
from comraon Semitic originals, for we have now recovered
some of those originals, and they are not Semitic but
Sumerlan." (34)
In writing on the same subject Langdon states^ "The
evidence of the existence of an older Suaerlan version in
which Hlnurta was the protagonist of the gods, is, thero-
fore, convincing." (35)
The Sumerian account of Creation was found at Rlppur
during excavations in 1912.
6
Clay Is the main exponent of the Amorlte theory. He
would trace the ancestry of both Babylonians and Hebrews
to the Araorltea who held sway In prehistoric tiaes with
their capital at IJIari. (36)
A question that concerns us le why these accounts of
Creation came into being, ^at was the value of the Creation
stories In Genesis^ For the answer to this question one
has to place oneself back in the days of prialtlve man.
The nlnd of prluiltive man and his questions can well be
compared with that of a child. At an early age a child
asks a multitude of questions which parents either ignore
or try to answer. Even though they are not answsred satis-
factorily, the parents themselves are brought face to face
with the mysteries of the world in which they live. "\Tho made
the trees? T.ho made the flowers and the birds^ Who made
me? Why does It get dark? Who put the stars in the sky?
Why do we have a Sabbath?^^and hundreds of similar ques-
tions are asked by children. Primitive people asked those
same questions and the religiously minded Hebrews gave
the answer 'God'« And with the answer to the question
'who* came laniodiately the question *haw'.
Thus, V7hen children asked questions like the ones
above they vere told the story of the Creation. It must
have been told thousands of times by many genei^atlons. No
doubt but that in the beginning the stories varied in
detail but that at a later date the story came to be told
in much the saa« manner to all. The professional story
teller or bara played an iiaportant part in passing on
r
the legends and myths In a set fora.
The Creation niyth served the same purpose for all
peonies in that It served as an ansvrer to certain unl-
versGl questions. However, for the Hebrews it was sig-
nificant in their religious faith. Theirs was not a poly-
theistic conception. It was their one God who was the
Creator, i.very time the story was told, or in later
days, every time it was read. It deepened their faith
in their God and their reverence and awe of hlia. Every-
tlme they viewed the marvels of nature and thought of
their story it enhanced their conception of hli^ as Creator.
This story played a large part in keeping the monothe-
istic religion of Israel r>ure and in making it possible
for the Hebrews to give to the world their universal
religion.
The one question that concerns us nost in our gen-
eration is 'what is the value of the Creation story today?*.
Does it have any place in our n^^dern program of religious
education? Or has it been superseded by more modem
literature?
The Creation story has been the battle ground for the
controversy of science and religion. The conflict arose
out of a pure alsunderstanding of the purpose of the
legend. It was considered as an authorative statement on
the origin of the world. It will not stand the test of
modern fcience when conceived of in that light. However,
the subject was dispelled in the field of scholarship
1
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before the last of the nineteenth century. In the popular
nind it ^rtaohsd Its peak during ^he first of the present
decade. The scientific age In which we live has been res-
ponsible for the culmination of the argument. The Imagined
conflict will always be Imnortant since High School students
do not have the opoortunlty of knowing the facts concerning
religion equally with the facts of science. When the facts
of both fields are brought to the surface the distinctive
field of each will be Dlain. Driver states " we must
go to human sciences for the material facts of nature and
life and to the Bible for the spiritual realities by
which these facts are illuminated, and, (in their ultiaate
oririn) explained? (37) In dealing with the same problem,
that of the place of Biblical material he makes this
statement. "It follows that the Bi le cannot in every part,
especially in its early parts, be read precisely as it
was read by our forefathers, ^e live in a light which
they did not possess, but which it has pleased the Provi-
dence of God to shedl around us: and if the Bible is to
retain its authority and influence among us, it must be
read in this light, and our belief about it must be ad-
Justed and accoraaodated accordingly." (38)
The Creation myth, then, should not be taught as a
scientific treatise on the origin of the world and com-
pared with the light that modern knowledge gives, nor as
a historical fact. It must bo taught to show the supremacy
of God Xr\ the world. The lesson that God is behind this
unlversi of ours and is present in it is one of the
I
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abiding values of the etory. It gives a spiritual Inter-
pretation of the universe. It shows God as the Creator.
It stresses the suprene value placed on man. It emphasizes
the place of personality. Jesus' teaching and the teaching
of the Psalcilst can well be used to Interpret this story.
Such an lntert)retatlon will dispel any question of the
relation of science and religion In the minds of young
people and will give them an Interpretation of the universe
that Is sane and will stand the test of criticism. It
1b the only story of the Creation that points to a single
God as the creator and author. For the purposes given
above this story Is Invaluable.
THS CREATION OF WOIiAN, The Creation of Woman comes
after the general account of the Creation. Man has been
given dominion over the animal world. He Is put In It
to subdue It. But this did not satisfy. Then God created
woman out of the rib of man. '"^ho was to be for hla a help
mate. The significance of the creation of woman out of
the rib of man la sugpested In r^klnner*s book where he
quotes frora Driver. "It suggests the moral and social
relationship of the sexes to each other, the der)endence
of woman upon man, her close relatlonshlD to him, and the
foundation existing: In nature for • . . the feelings
with which each should naturally regard the other" (39)
The =!tory Is given for an explanation of the universal
Instinct *hlch Imnels a man to separate from parents.

It iG St beaut ifijl story setting forth the Icieal relatlo?^-
shi-D tetwoen a m^.n and his -Fife, The "therefore" in 2:24
state? plainly the re^json for telling the story.
Althoup;h this myth tv^.s told hundreds of years ap;o It
in still one of the n-^gt l':^eall8tic and yet ors^ctic?!
stateiaents of the relatlonp.hlp lan and wife. Not
like the cuetornary view in which wonian le held in the
orient, th'^ i^.n here recognizes vwoman er-u'^l. "This
Is nov: bone of my bon6s, and flesh of my fiesh; (40)
She io hlG help neet. The leo-^on in this story is one
for all ti'ie, it r.ets forth an ideal relationship which
Is the foundation of society. The Christian conception
of aarria.-re and of the place of vjoraan in society has
Its foundation in this primitive story. In moral and
religious insight this myth rersches gre'Jter heifsi^ts than
Is the case in any other similar story.
THK c-ar^'"i:t,' o:^ iiiDiiiN Mr,} Tuv: i:x?iji/3Ion fro:' p,\^?Anir;H:
The nearest parallel to the nytn of the Garden of Sden
and of the Expulsion frora Paradise is found in the Le^rend
of Adaon. (41) The findinp; o^ this story has been one of
the rece-T' ^ ^.rlbut ionr? of archneolo/?". In ^3klnner^s
Commentary 'vrltten In 1910 he makes the stateraont "the Baby-
I'^nian version of the f"ll of mn (if any ruch exi'^ted) has
not been d iGoovered'.' (42) Thepe are Graeco->lo;ian traiitions
concerning a rsolden age but" not ooncerninR the 'Soil of ann.
The nearest anoroach, acoordinfr to "'kinner, 1?. found in the
Iranian legends. These state.uents are nullified by the rece-it
find referred to above I.E. the Babylonian let-rend of Adapa.
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The story of the Garden of Eden and the Expulsion from
Paradise Is the oroduct of prlraltive imagination. It was a
ayth which to the prl.uitlve Hebrews gkve utterance to the
belief and the hope of a better state. It was a Eutopia of
the past where nan and God dwelt in perfect harmony. God
was very real. The story is typical of the J writer. The
beginning of the story is naive. '*And Jehovah G-od slanted
a garden eastward, in ISden". God was anthro-ooiaorphic. He
comniuned with nan. He talked with him. The Inventor of
the story pictured an ideal existence. It was told over
and over until it has cone down to us in its present form.
The 3uphrates valley was the symbol of fruitfulneas^
hence It was chosen as the location of the Imaginary
paradise. So limited was the knowledge of the author that
the sources of the four rivers were centered in one -olace -
a thing that does not exist anywhere, let alone in that
section >f the world. In the story of the garden there is
little basis in fact.
The myth of the fall answers many questions that call
for an answer among people all over the world. Pacts of
experience and observation needed an explanation. "?'hy
shoulf? the snake crawl? Why Is man an instinctive eneny
of the snake? ^hy Is nan ashamed of his nakedness when
animals are not? Why all the pain at childbirth? Why
does the soil bring forth after the soil has been tilled
by the sweat of the brow? Why is man mortkl. These questions
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dsked "by successive generations were answered in the atoty
of the fall.
For the people of Israel the stories of the Cxarden and
the Expulsion frora Paradise answered certain fundamental
nuostlofjs to their o^n satisfaction. They also gave thea
the kno'-ledge that Crod was the creator and ruler of the
florid. He controls the destinies of men. Here again the
essential difference between the Hehrew layths and the
myths of other countries is in their conception of God.
God plays a central part with Israel.
These stories cannot be told as literal happeninfrs
to young people. Immediately there would arise questions
that would be unanswerable. The value of the stores does
not deoend on their literal interpretation. They should
be taught from the standpoint of the reasons that gave rise
to the myths. A consideration of the storl«s will give a
point of contact for the teaching of some of the funda-
mental truths of religion. The primitive conception of
man tnlkinr with God has ii:s counterpart in modern life.
The question of mortality also brings up the question of
immortality. In these two myths are involved problems
of age long standing. The problems that demanded a
solution in primitive days atlll demand a solution in
the twentieth century. Some of the questions raised are
unimportant anl their solution far-fetched, fjoae can be
explained in the light of discoveries that have been made.
Others remain mystferies although the great minds of the
r
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past have/^thenselves to their solution.
Consider the mortal nature of man. Jehovah planted
a garden. In that garden he placed man. In that ^Birden
nan had to deal with the tonib. It was a dismal prospect
he faced. A fe^ short years. Then the tomb. A.nd why? Be-
cause man who had walked with God In the garden and had
talked to him had sinned. Sin had separated him from Clod.
Why there was a tomb he could explain. Aether or not
the tomb ended all he dould not explain. He soujTht the
answer In vain.
Centuries later there wag another garden. In that
garden was a tom^. The tomb had been facing man for all
these years. But In this tomb was placed an unusual man.
A man who like the first man talked with God. He knew
God. ''^Ith him the tomb was but an open door Into a
more abundant life beyond. With him all mankind received
the assurance that the tomb did not end all. This asnuranoe
was the subject of all the sermons in the early church. It
Is the foundation atone of our faith.
God does not frustrate man* s Dlans and end all with
the tomb. He is a loving God, a Just God. But "after all,
the world Is God's world and not man's, and the Almighty
Is Just, as well as holy, when he frustrates the Impious
aspirations of humanity after an Independent footinf^ and
sphere of action in the universe." (43) The Justice of
God which In later years Is championed by Amos shines
through the clouds in this myth of ancient date.
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This myth teems with aeaning when approached with
understanding, nante wrote his Inferno and Milton his
Paradise Lost froa the Inspiration received froa these
myths. Not to be accualnte<^ with thea first hand dis-
qualifies- one froa unierstand in/t and ap'ireelating these
masterpieces of literature.
THIS NSPHILIil. The story of the Nephlll.a found In Gen. 6:1-4
and attributed to J Is not treated from the standpoint of
Its tenchin»3 value but to Illustrate one point: that the
myths of other nations had their Influence on the traditions
of Israel even though It is slight. This "influence of
foreign raythology Is most apparent in the prlraitlve trad-
itions of Chapters 1-11." (44)
In the section referred to above the remnants of a myth
kre evident. The relationship of the gods to people Is
entloned. Gordon states that "In all probability the
verses are a frag^ient froa the family traditions of T.anaanlte
princes, who were proud of their descent from godlike
beings". (45) The Nephllim were no doubt a great people
who were larger than the average and this tradition has
arisen to explain their large stature.
The teaching value of this short section Is only to
be found In pointing out the Influence of other peonies
It)
on Israel. The fact that^only three places - Genesis 1:26,
3:1-5 and 6:1-4 - there are to be located clear cut remnants
of older mythologies Is significant. The purer type of
monotheism of Israel all but completely purged their
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myths and legends of the stories o^" the interrelation of
the gods, one with another and with mn on an equal basis.
In Hohrew ayths God is the controlling person. Hen are weak
in comparison. This is not true in the myths of other peoples
round about thea.
THE '^SLUCE. The story of the Deluge is aj^cribed in
part to "P and In part to J, the J being entirely the -jrork
of Jg. according to the consensus of opinion of scholars.
P is credited with the followin,^ sections. Genesis 6:13-22,
7:6, 11, 13-16a, ITa, 18-21, 24 and 8:l-2a, l?a, 14-19.
The balance of the section from 6:5 to 8:22 Is attributed to
J.
The story of the Deluge is not peculiar to the Bible.
Flood stories can be found in oany other countries. They
have been found in Greece (ducalion*s deluge), Lithuania,
Australia, Hawaii, and other Polynesian islands, Dashair,
Thibet, Ka.-achatka, India and Aiaerlca. (46)
Of the countries near Palestine, Kgypt did not have
any tradition of a Deluge. "The nearest Egyptian parallel
to the Deluge story is the "Legend of the Destruction of
Mankind", which is engraved on the walls of a chaaber
in the tonib of 3etl 1." (4?) On the other hand the closest
parallel is found In Babylonian legend.
In connection with the Babylonian legends three
versions will be mentioned by comparison: the account of
Berosus, the Gllgaiaesh Epic and the Suaerlan versions. (48)
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The legend from Berosus, the Babylonian historian
who wrote about 300 !3. G. has been preserved to uq In
Buseblus* Chronicon In Armenian and by Synthellus in
Greek. It has soae elements in coairuon with the Hebrew
account but does not so nearly parallel the Hebrew
account aa tho Gilgaaesh Epic.
The discovery of the Ollgaraesh Splc, the Odji^'ssey Of
the Babylonians, has been related above. (49) It was
probably writ'.'en about the 7th century B. C, or 50 to
100 years after the J narrative. There are so nany details
In the tvo accounts that agree that It Is nore than probable
that either one le based on the other or that they both
came fro.a a cora ion source. Some of the points of agreement
follow: the divine decision to send the flood, the advice
to const? uct a ship, the use of asphalt to make the ship
water-tight, the destruction of mankind except the hero and
those with him, the grounUng of the ship on the mountain,
the sendlnp, forth of birds and the smelling of sweet savor.
It is very improbable that two myths could have grown up
Indeoendently with so many points in common.
King emphasliies the close relation of the two when he
states^ "The Babylonian account of the Deluge. ... is
embedded in a long epic of twelve bookB rocountine the
adventures of the Old Babylonian hero Gllgaaesh. Towards
the end of th';s comr)osite tale, Cllgamesh, desiring?
Immortality, crosj5es the 'JJaters of Death in order to beg
the secret froa his ancestor Ut-naplshtim, who in the past

had eBcaped the Deluge and had been granted Innort.ality
by the gods. The -'levonth Tablet, or J?ook, o^ the epic
contains the account of the Deluge which Ut-naplahtla
related to his klnsjian Gilgaiaesh. The close corresponcence
of thlf? Pabylonian story with that containe;"! In O^enesls
is recognized by every one and need not detain us. You
will reaeaber that In some passages the accounts tally
even In minute details, such, for exaaiole, as the device
of sending out birds to test the abatement of the waters.
It Is true that in the Babylonian version a dove, a swallow
and a raven are sent forth in that order. Instead of a
raven and the dove three tl'aee. But such slight dis-
crepancies only eiaphaslze the general resemblance of the
narrat Ive s . " ( 50
)
Of the two original sources given in Genesis there Is
a closer reseuiblance to the J narrative than to P. (51)
Archaeolog|:cal evidence has - ^ehown that these
traditions existed long before they were written down. In
the case of the Tjllgaaeeh liipic, King states -^'now the tab-
lets froia the Royal Library at Nineveh inscribed with the
Gllgamesh I^plc do not date froij an earlier period than
the seventh century B. C. But archaeological evidence
has long shown that the traditions theaselves were current
during all periods of 3ab3lonlan history: for Gllgamesh
and his half-human friend Snkldu were favorite subjects
for the seal engraver, whether he lived In Sumerlan tiues
or under the Achaemenian kings of Persia. "7e have also.
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for some years now, posnesBed two early fragments of the
Delii^^e narrative, proving that the story was known to the
Sealtia InhabitaU-tJB of the country at the tlae of Haam-jrabl* s
dynaBty?^(52)
The third account of the flood was discovered at
NlpTSur In 1912. It la known as the Suaerlan version dated,
accordlnfT to Poebel 1850-1900 3. d. (53) It Is held by
many that this version Is the source of both the Hebrer
and tho Babylonian traditions. . . . Meanwhile In tho
new 3urqerlan '^erslon I think we may conclulo that we have
recovere.-l beyond any doubt the orl^^ln of the Babylonian
and Hebrew traditions and of the large group of stories
to which they in their turn have given rise. ' (54)
There are soiae points In coaiaon that are not found
In the first tro trditlons mentioned. " . . There Is one
very striking no I nt in which our new Sumerlan text agrees
with both the Hebrew Versions as against the Gllgaiaesh
^plc and Berossus; and that is In the character of Zlusudu,
which presents so close a parallel to the piety of Noah. As
we have already seen, the lat^er is due to no Hebrew
idealization of the story, but represents a genuine strand
of the original tradition, which is completely absent from
the Babylonian Versions . . . But the Babylonian Versions
are the media through which it has |renerally been as*?umed
that the trdlitlons of the Deluge reached the Hebrews". (55)
The connection between this story and the Creation
story is of great interest since they are closely associated
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In the Hebrew tradition. "Perhaps Its most striking
peculiarity is the settinr? of the story, yrhich opens vrlth a
record of the creation of man an"" anlnals, goes on to tell
how the first cities were built, and endn vrlth a version
of the" Delude, which is thus recounted in its relation to
the 3unerlan history of the world. The literary connection
beti^een the Creation and Deluge narratives is of unusual
Interest, in view of the age of our text. In the .-iabylonlan
Versions hitherto known they are Inclu-^ed in separate epics
with quite different contexts." (56)
The six sections of the Suiuerian version are given
below -
1 - Intro'luctlon to the liyth, ani account of Creation
11,- The Antediluvian Cities
III - The Council of the Gods, ani Ziusudu's piety
IV - The Prean-^«arninG
V - The Deluge, the Escape of the Orelit Boat, and
the Sacrifice to the 3un-C>od.
VI - The Propitiation of the Angry Gods, and 7.1uGudu*s
liajortality (57)
In considering the distinctive features of the accounts
of the Delu;re and Creation as given in the accounts above
Canon Driver concludes ^ "The Babylonian narratives are both
polytheistic while the correspondlno- biblical narratives
(Genesis 1 and vi-ix) are made the vehicle of a pure and
exalted aonotheisu; but in spite of this fundamental dif-
ference, and also variations in detail, the reseiablances
r
are such an to leave no aou>^t that the Hebrew cosraogony
and the Hebrev.' story of the BolvifrtJ are both derived
ulti:.r-3tely f^'o-^. t' e m^-.o orlrrAnnl sr, the Enbylonlnn
narratives, oui.y Iri^nsfornecl by the raaglc toucn of Israel's
religion, am? Infuaec by it with a no^ sr)lrit^' (5")
X:: e^'l -^,>tv^p-- of th.e Delufre has been nlluded
to abovii . iE ti>.ou{i:it to tiave Its bade in a historical
fact of an Inundation in the lover J-uphrates valley. (59)
It 'i o'-Tv' T'.n t-jr * • .-^t -> t"*''^-'' 1. tl'^n Bho;!'" -^r' ?€ '^rouTl
such ^rn event, rlo-ever, the story eerved another Dirpose
ae veil. The aetlologloal elcaent co;nes in the explanation
of the ralnbo'*". ""o "^^'--^eX tj-" 1-"^ l ^" t"'-- '-'et in the sky
as a Drojiise th^t there woulii not be another such flood.
It relieved oeo-z^le of tVie anxiety that -tttaches Itself
t o such an ev-^nt . "•"e^"' * ?t "'"sot ' •" x"]-' n -^o-'' take
place was dlsoelle^l by the oonjiaction bet'.^een the flood
an-' the ralnbo?-. The story f9s no doubt toli over an^i over
when chil \''cn ?-onld ask their elder*- •^hat the -Coov
ras and hov it carae to be. for no other ouroose than
that p-lven nbove, the Flood Story merits a distinctive
place in t:.-- lef^ends of Genesis.
The story o-*" the flood Is ^n interest I n--^ one. Vhe
te^icnln?^ value ^s not found so iiuch in the story oer se
as in the rainbow phenomenon ^ith T«'hifth it is connected.
The story of the rainbov as p:iven In r^enesis 9:8-17
Is not a scientific exTDl^natlon o-^ that nheno-aenon of the
r
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skies. Yet the liebrsws sa^ in the rainbow n Droaise of God.
An association of the rainbow and the oromlses of God is
a niost helT)ful one. As a chili who had a knov^le "ge o '' tho
story unrier discussion I recall the asso'^latlon T maae in
my njlnd every time I sa^? the rainbow, God has made his oro-
aisas to his TDeo'ole in all ages. His promise were aade to
tho -oroTDhGts and throurrh his 3on. If the story has been
told to children, when they coine to the ajre of adolescence
the value the stoi^ will be increased by additional
backgrouLid jaterial and by association of the rHlnoov.-
with the pro-aises of God. 'T-uch associations fora one of
the finest heritoffe? of anyone.
The care of God for all dgodIo c^n be pointed out
with this ler'end as a basis. God sends his rain
on the .lust '^nd on the unjust. The internretat ion
coimon to the Hebrews that sin tvas nun-
ished in laaterial ways finds its bep-inning
in this story. God* 3 laws are no respectors
of -oereons . Thoy ap<ily to all alike.
NOAH ClJ rul-:i3 CAfHMK Genenis 9:18-28, The story
of the cursing of Canaan follows the story of
the "^elnre. "'oah horn beco le*? dr^.ink. oiety
is lacking. On t.iis account it is suf^niested that
this must be a different Noah. Perhaps the story
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1r fron another lercnd-c^'cle.
The curainp; of Canaan raay be a reflexion o-^ tJie re-
lation "^h- 'iebreirrs to the Oanaanites. The liebre-vs
overcame the Canaanites^ hence they became servants. This
legenr? w.^s nerhapa told to exnlain this fact. '-.Pisln it
may be that thl? story indicates the origin o: tne tribe
of the rJanaanites.
The aetloloricpl innii cations 1r4volve thri exnlanation
of tho -onriition of ccr\r?.tude of Canaan and the averFion
o-^ t-u; .,ebre?s to drunlcenneae.
118 value for teachin^r v'ill nartlcularly froia the
latter etan^ooint. Even in those orl^itive days
drunkenness w?.?? looke:^ uoon as a dlefrr'^Ge an'' ^r- ^
ehftTueful ??ct
.
' jA:5;iL. Geneflis 11:1-9. The myth of
the tower of Babel is attribute?^ to the J writer.
Atte-ant'^ hive been '^.•Hf +o locate the hir'.torieal
anc« sr,eo;{r3r;niGal situation of Babel. The tOTer
fflig-ht have been that of one of several a^icrea
et ructU'^e'^'. ''"he tover that th'-; ^Titer ' i - \ ^-nti a
characis] ustio feature of the S'^crei architecture in the
"Euohratep Valley - the ataj^e'l construction rith broad
terracer, he^^s-' one above the of er in iniltation of a
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mountain, with a wlniin/5 road leadla-^ to the ton where the
deity to whoru the tov.er was -ledlcated had his seat." (60)
The Btory has no parallel except in Greek le -ends- (61)
The n^yth answered two fundamental questions of the
primitive people: ho^ people ca:ae to be dispersed over the
face of the globe, and why there are so laany different
lanf^uac.ee. The explanation was naive yet to the prlnltive
Qind a satisfactory an^^vjer. In soiae place in the lani o-^
Babylonia neoole trien to rejth the presence of God by
buildln^t a hlf^h building. The work was stop^^ed by a
confusion of tonrvaen which led eventually to the establish-
ent of peoole \n various sections of the land^each speak-
ing a different language.
Skinner, quoting fro.:i Driver, .aakeo a goo'' stateaent
in regard to the teaching value of the legend when he says
that it "eziphasizes Yahwe*s supremacy over the rorld ; it
teaches how the self-exultation of laan is checked by God ;
and it sho\v8 how the distribution of mankind into nations,
and the diversity of language, are elements in His orovi-
dontial plan *or the develorjuent and progress of humanity."
(62) "Crude in form as the legend is, it embodies a ^ riith
of oermanent v^.lidlty ~ the futility and emptinesr of
human effort iivorced from the acknowledgment and service
of God'.' (63)
Jastrow sevTS in the story a protest. "The story not
only takef3 us b^ck to Babylonia, but represents a charac-
teristic protest of the Old Testament writers against
Babylonish customs. It voices the feelings of these writers

towBTci D^bylon as a wicked place, aa a sourcs of iiiankind*a
ml 3for-tu:i:v3 ills." (64)
The one lesj?on of abir^inK value in tiiiB ^tdry is
nan'B ' :r>onienco on ^-06, This truth is one th««t \^ func'?-
nental. on at hir, best no' all-6uf ficiont . ^ -n'
9
realization of the need of the help of Go'1 is an exannle
of H atron^, i^n ^''ho vr^s conscious o" his o'^n needn. Vounp
peoole v;ho are .lust coiiinF into their own -^o not thin
they neel the heln of mny one in their tjrobleraa. This t-'el-
incf is a chqr^icteriotic of middle adoleacence. ^heir
ultl nate deoendenc© on Crod is? one of the beat and tiost
aporooriate teachinrria for younR people. The story of the
tower of Babel should not be told aa 3ufViolent in itself
.
It is !3Qrely the lieginiilnp. of the ntateraent of a truth t:i-
has proved true in the exnerienceg of laanklnd all -lown
throurh thfi Tn-cf. Ttf? nonli cation inthe pr?;';ont tl-ae to
younK peoDle of our (Jiineration .;iu3t follow the tellinn;
of the story. As with the raajority of the legends and
myths '-^.rael their value doea not lie '?o nuch in ths
story p«i se as in tho fundamental truths they embody.
THL i3URIAL OF SAF-JVIi. Genecis 23:1-^0. The story of
the burial of Sarah was told orifrinsilly to ans^^er the question
regarding the risrht of the Hebve-o to the baryin ' ground
at i^achDelah, Tradition has it t .at sever-A of the
patriarchs arc- buried there. Today it Is IgoosBlT^le for
one to outer tiie sanctuory since it is v;ell {tuer^led and
considered sacred.
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There lo enough of Intereet to the Hebrews In the
story itself to Insure Its continuance In their bodies of
tradition but our interest is not in the saae thing. There
19 one universal 'eleoient in the story. It is the kindness
with which Abrahani was treated., in his bereavement, by
strangei 8, Certainly there is a lesson for the present
generation. People need friends at all tiuies but the time
when they need them laost is in the tiae of trouble. Not
alone in troubles of the flesh but troubles of tVie spirit
as well. This is the endurln;c lesson fro2i this ancient
legend. (65)
JXOOB 0DT.\I?^3 ISAAC'S BLESSIN^G. Genesis 27:1*45.
The one aetiological feature in this legend is the ex-
planation of the f'-act that Israel is descended fro:a
Jacob an-^ not froa Esau. The blessings of their people
were not automatically given to the oldest. A sacred
trust could not be given to one who did not aporeciate
its value. True vorth Is at a premiua in any generation. (66)
REGULT3 01? FAJSINli:. The few verses in Genesis 47:13-26
in the midst of the Joseoh stories explain a common fact
of Egyptian life. The fact that the ^oeasants paid so
much for taxes has kent them r>oor until this day. The
Justice In such procedure brings up problems of our own
day which involve the rin;hts of the peasant as ovor against
the land ownln^ class. 3ere again the legend cp-n aeirve
as a point o-^ departure.
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2. Ethnological.
^ large portion of the patriarchal narratives "be-
ginning In Genesis 12 ^nd continuing until the end may
be Interpreted from an ethnological standpoint. One must
bear In alnd the two extreme positions taken In regard
to these lap-ends. On the one hand they are considered
merely as stories of Individuals who are syiabollc of
tribes. The movement of Individuals and their relations
with other Individuals represents the ralgratlon of
Deonles and tribes. The characters are not historical
and do not have any foundation In fact. On the other
hand comes the position that would maintain that
the stoTlBs are those of Individuals without any con-
nection with tribes. It seems reasonable to accept the
middle position In a':>ceptlng some of the contentions of
each. However, the main emphasis In the following dis-
cussion will be from the first point of view mentioned,
namely the ethnological In which Individuals are symbols
of tribes. (67)
In the pre-patrlarchal period there are some passages
given over to pointing out tribal origins and to tracing
the ancestry of the race. T^lth the exception of the
mention of Terah's descendants and the first account of
Abram (11:27-32) the names stand for general races and
peoDles that have a more remote connection with Israel.
The story of Cain and Abel ani their descendants explafiiBs
in the first place how men acquired their civilization.
. %
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Noah is posited as the fath^ of all people to express their
unity. The curse of Canaan after Noah and his sons had come
out of the ark has been Jientloned above. (68) One interpre-
tation given of this section is that it Is given as a
protest against the coraaon practices of the Ganaanltes.
The list of antediluvian kings given in Chapter 5 laaediately
preceding the account of the birth of the fathers of the
races, ^hem. Ham and Japeth, has been compared to the
list given by Berosus, (69) Scholars are agreed that there
is some connection between the two lists.
The imiedlate answer to the question of the Hebrews-
,1
'1
Whence cane our nation? is answered in the account of the
decendanta of Shea given in Gen:ll :10-26. Abram is their
national father. In hlia and his relations and his move-
aents can be traced a portion of the early history of
the Hebrews.
The ancestors of the Israelites, Ifoabltes and Amnonltes
came from Haran (Aram) under the leadership of Abraham
making settlements at Shechei (Gen 12:6) at Bethel (Gen 12:8)
and at Hebron (Gen. 13 •.IB)^ the reason that Palestine, or the
land of Canaan, was considered by the Hebrews as their
promised land.
The story of Abraia* s visit to ligypt with his wife,
Sarah, indicates the migratory character of the early tribes.
The Abram-Lot cycle of legends illustrates the relation
of two Aramaean tribes, the Ammonites and the Moabitea, to
the Israelites or Hebrews. All came from common ancestry.
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Tho question 'why do the children of Lot dwell In the In-
hospitable e^st?' is answered by the story of the separa-
tion of Lot and Abrara given in GeneBls 13:1-13. The
account of the birth of Uoab an^ Ammon In 19:30-38 may be
an In-ilcatlon of the tribal feel In- s of the Hebrews toward
those t^. o tribes.
Abraham* 3 taking of Tlasar* the !3gyptlan In Gen.. I6:lf
and the birth of Ishnael 13 ^Iven as an acknowledperaent
of the kiiishlo betveen the Ishrqaelltes sn^? the Israelites.
They are the older tribe whone history Is given in Genesis
25:12-16.
The covenant of Abraham with Abiraelech at Beersheba
fixed the southern boundary of Israel, (Genesis 21:22-34)
while the story of the burial of 3^rah marks the first
possession of land by the Hebrews.
Abraham's raarriaf-^e with JCeturah In Gen. 23f indicates
the interzilngllng of Ar-^bian clans with Hebrew stock.
"Abrahani's request of Isaac not to take a Ganaanlte
woman as lilc '.vlfe in an early prophetic insistence on
the t)urlty of blood an'^ the absorp Ion of Ganaanlte eletaentQ
into Israel's faith. Genesis 24:1*9" (70)
One can coaoare the Interest of the Hebrews in the
stories of ^brab' i to that o:^ '^ur people in the early
settlers of our o^n country an^i the leaders thereof. The
legends were told no doubt for the Interest Inherent In
thea fro
; the standpoint of the beginnings of their nation.
But, wero the let^onds raerely a rebearaal of the early history
of a certain tribe they would not have coiae to be used so
universally. The teaching value of the stories of Abraham
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froia the ethnological 8tanc3polnt does not conpare with their
value when Abraham is treated as a type. Abraham's obedience
to divine cora land under the conditions of his tirae narks
hira as a hero of the faith and an iieal of Hebrew piety.
There are histories written of aany people. In one respect
the history of the Hebrews ex^el s thera all. They attributed
their origin to divine coranjand. Their nation did not Just
hapTDen. It was not the result of the economic necessity
of novlng to better lands. They were not iapelled by
the pressure of other people. They were driven by the
Inner active of obedience to their Hod. TThen so nany
theories of the philosophy of history are ranpant It 1b
refreshing to read again the history of a r)eople who had
a religious notlve for their movenents. If there were no
other values in the stories of Abraham than this one they
would deserve to be marked among the greatest of all.
Comparisons are often made between the motives of
the settlers of South America ani the motives that prompt-
ed the Pilgrim fathers of our o^^n country to move into a
new land. The comparison is obvious. Our own Pilgrim
ancestors have some things in common with the fathers
of the Hebrew people. "Blessed is the nation whose God
is the Lord" Is a lesson that merits being passed on from
one generation to another through the stories of the early
leaders of Israel as the runner passes on hie torch to the
r IS ^
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The birth of Isaac through whoa the ideals and
characteristico of the Hebrews was to be transmitted
cones through divine sanction. The proniise nade to
Abraham is nade to his son and his son's son. The entire
national history of the Hebrews is divinely ordered.
Yet this one outatandinr, vnlue of the stories of
Abraham and the- early -patriarchs is not alone. The story
of the separation of Abram ani Lot mentioned above is
one that can be used to point 6tit the importance of
right choices. The tiraes when Abraham made altars to
God symbolizes man*s need for contact with God. Ths values
of the legends do not come from a historical recounting
of the origin of a great people. The interpretation
given makes the stories teem with meaning for all people
and for all time.
"The birth 't6 Isaac and Rebekah (Gen 25:21-26) of
Jacob (Israel) and T^sau (Edom) represents the fact that
Isaac signifies the ultimate early unity of the Israelites
and Edomites. This helps account for the in:lignation against
Edom so characteristic of the prophets" (71) To Paton this
story and the succeeding Jacob-Ssau stories Indicates the
fusion of the legends of Canaan and Israel. (72) The change
of Jacob's narae to Israel is significant in this regard.
The story of the selling of the birthright by Esau ex-
plains the superiority of the Israelites as over against
the Edomites.
From the st^]^point of Its ^tlinological comDlications

this story has little value In the present dsy. What matters
It where the Edomites lived and why th?»y lived there? It
nakes no difference to us of the r)regent generation. They
have long been forgotten. The value of the story lies In-
herent In it. A situation arose that demanded that a choice
be made. 3s'?.u liad two alternatives presented . He chose
the lesser of the two and suffered the consequences. Herein
is the Forth of the story. Peoole have alwniys made choices.
Young peoDle are Liaking. choices every day. Their choices
determine their future to a large extent. The choice of
the hest ani the right will bear its fruit. "^Vhatsoever
a aan soweth that shall he also reap" is Jesus' version of
this story as recorded in Galations 6:7. The truth in
this legend ie universal and is for all ages. It is sirailar
to others but Is perhaps the most outstanding for Its
contribution to the teaching of the value of choices.
The story of Jacob's Journey to Haran an(3 his marriage
to Leah and Rachel represent the reinforcenient of Israelite
stock with \raraaean clans. The treaty of Laban an'^^ J^cob
in Genesis 51:^6-53 represents the settleraent of the
boundary between \ra:a and Israel. The Interpretation of
the experience of Jacob at Jabbok has been »7iven above. (73)
The orlf^ln of the tribes of Israel anr^ of their relation
to other trloes is recounted in part in Genesis 29:1-30:24,
34:1-31, 35:16-20 and 41:49-57. These stories with the ex-
ception of Genesis 29:24 anri 30:22a are attributed to J
1
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and S. (74) The orlf^ln of nine of the tribes is given In
the passage 29:1-30:24. Ml of the tribes have their origin
In the sons of Jacob excerst ^i'phraf .^"-^ '*'?nji8?eh who er-e
sons of Josenh born to hini by Anesatn, the daughter of
Potlnhera, priest of On.
The story of the deflleraent of Dinah anr! the revenge
of Simeon an"! Levi reoresente a typical relatlonshio be-
tween tribe? • The story itself is not T)artlcularly whole-
some RY\'l has no particular value other than historical or
purely infonaational. ^cco^(^in.^; to J the conquest of Canaan
caae about by the peaceful araalictaHation of the various tribes
with the Inhabitants of the country. (75) There is historical
proof that tihia was the case vith some tribes. It has been
pointed out that the Canaanites overcaiae the Amorites and
the Ian:" took the name of the forraer. (76) The peaceful
fusion of one of the tril?es near Abdullara has been mention-
ed. (77) In the case of the story of Dinah the explanation
fend interpretation given by Ounkel Is well stated:
"Dinah, the daughter of Jacob, is seduced by Shechem,
and in t>uni8hnient Shechem is treacherously assaulted by
Dinah*?? brotJiers. Jacob, however, abjures the brothers and
curses them. The history at the bottom of this is probably
as follows: T:inah, an Israelitish fa.ally. Is overpowered
by the Canaanltish city of fahechera anri then treacherously
avenged by Simeon and Levi, the laost closely related tribes,
but the other tribes of Israel renounce them and allow the
two tribes to be destroyed." (78)
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The symbolical use of family relationships in denoting
the relationship existing "between tribes is here Illustrated.
This sy.nbollsm Is prominent through the history of the
patriarchs. It la founi In the story of Joseph an^ his
relation to his brothers. The entire story of Joseph can
be treated as an aftalogy between the individual relation-
ships and the tribal relationships. The analogy Is carried
out by Dr. Leslie, "Joseph has the tribal consciousness of
ascendancy as being the representative of the national
history (the favoritism of Jacob for Joseph) Cfen 37:3(J)
and 37 14 (::). This tribe lays claim to leadership. (Joseph's
dreams of projiise) . Due to coalition against it of the
other tribes (entity of his brothers) and due to inter-
ference of the Arab tribes of the South (Analekites) is
forced to go to Sgypt*fj fertile borderlands on the side
of Asia, the playground of Sealtic noiaads. The Bilhah
tribes, Dan and Naphtall, had lost their chief ally in
Joseph's going to Egypt. The Leah tribes, Reuben, Judah,
Dinah, Siueon, Issachar, Levi and Z.ebulun, took advantage
of this anci atteapted to draw Dan and Naphtali into their
po^er, Aeuben,the tribe of first iaportance, triehS to
achieve this end by vlolonGe^(Gen. 35:22) but is unsuccessful
and practically vanishes. Only once again does it appear in
history and then as before, in contest for ascendancy. (Gen
49:3-3) But soon all tribes wore forced to ealf^rate to Sgypt
.
The tribe of Joseph hospitably opened up to his tribes the
territory he occupied." (79)
rI
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Thus one can readily soe how aany of tho legends of
Oenosls can be claased as ethnological. Froa the standpoint
of the personal or Individual interpretation and of soae
of the legends that are not distinctly ethnolorical some
of these legends will be treated for their teaching values
under •hictoricra legends^ .
3. Stymological
Etymological legends are never found in their pure form.
They are combined with other features. They have no particular
religious teaching value apart from their connection with the
general legends of which they are connected. They are of
Interest as a matter of information.
In this group can be classed the following: The birth
of Ishmael Is connected with the ^Vell of Lahalroi^ Beer-
la-hai-rol. Beershoba is so naraed for Its connection with
the Covenant between Abraham and Ablmelech. It means
"well of seven". Jacob means "heel-holler" taken from the
account of his birth. Penuel, Israel and the names Esek,
Sltnah, ^iehoboth and 3hlbah are explained.
4. Oereiuonlal.
It is easy to understand how ceremonial legends came
into existence. The religion of the Hebrers was somewhat
complicated. It had many ceremonies to perform, feasts to
be made and sacrifices to be offered. It was a ritualistic
religion. The keeping of the law was a difficult task for
anyone. In the tine of Jesus It was well nigh Impossible.

Some of the ceremonials had been practiced from time Immem-
tnorlal. No one could point to the exact orlcln of certain
ceremonies. Explanations were requested. Hence out of a
certain body of tradition grew uo the le^endB as they
have been recorded and handed down to us. The Priestly
Code contains a larp:e proportion of such Information. How-
ever similar traditions are recorded In J and
Among the earliest traditions Is the account of the
origin of the Sabbath recorded In connection with the story
of the Creation. The Sabbath was an Important day for Israel.
The religion of Israel could be said to revolve about the
Sabbath. Its origin Is given In the story of creation when,
at the end, God rested.
The source of the niyth o^ the Sabbath has been the tor)lc
for discussion among scholars for many years. Clay in his
usual way would trace It to 3umerlan origin. (80) He laaln-
tains that there Is no Babylonian root to the Hebre^v "shabat",
meaning "to cut off, desist, put an en" to", "^'^ood holds that
the Sabbath of the Hebrews does not come down from the
Babylonian "day of rest of the heart". He adds that we may
conclude from Babylon and Hebrew analagles that the Amorites
of Palestine had a shabbatum or sabbath. (81)
Driver, In this connection, states that "the sabbath.
It Is not Imorobable, Is an institution uijtiaately of
Babylonian orlsln". (82)
Ryle considers the probable origin of the Sabbath In a
clear-cut manner. He makes five points as follows:
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a. The Assyrian word shabattu apDears in cunleform
syllabary with the equivalent ura nuh llbbi (llanl)
l.Q. "dfty of resting (satlsfylns or anneaslng) the
heart of ~ods".
b. In a tablet discovered In 1904 by Pinches, the word
shapattu ippears to have been apniiev-l to the 15th day,
of full noon day, of the aonth,
c. There Is evidence that the 7th, l4th, 21st, 28th and
the 19th days were unlucky In Babylon. Ciuoting from the
reference to Jastrow. (83) '*0n the 7th day, supplication
to I-^arduk and 53arpanltu.-ii, a favorable day (sc. laay it be)
An evil day. The shepherd of many nations is not to
eat meat roasted by the fire, or any food prepared by
the fire, the clothes of his body he is not to change,
fine dress (?) he is not to put on. Sacrlflcen he is not
to bring, nor Is the king to ride In his chariot. He Is
not to hol^ court, nor ic the oriest to seek an orable
for him in the h^ly of holies. The ohyeiclan is not to
be brought to the sick rooa. The day is not suitable for
Invoklnr cjrses. At night, In the nresence of ilarduk and
I star, the king Is to bring his sKlft. Then he is to offer
sacrifices so that his prayer nay be acceptable." (84)
It inust be said with reference to this quotation
that It is laost coimaonly used to prove that the Hebrew
Sabbath did have an immediate Babylonian origin. This
particular conclusion ^^yle doos not hold as laoy be con-
cluded fron the next two points.

a. The only reseiablance between the Babylonian "7th day"
referre(l to above nnd the Hebrew 9ab ath Is in the pro-
hlbitlonB, If the use of "shapattu" for "futl noon" day is
sustalnec! It aay be a survival of the Hera'tlc lunar
sacreri days, the observance of which, though drop-oed by
Babylonian usa^^e was retained by Hebrew legislation,
and given a ner religious significance,
e. In thp pre-exllic worship of the Old Testanent (11 K
4:23, Is- 1:13, Hosea 2:11 and Anoa 8:5) we notice a
Joint laention of the New Moon and the Sabbath as sacred
festivals observed by the people. The con^lscture that
full-moon festivals are the same as the Hebrew Sabbath
is Improbable. That there is some connection between
the Babylonian shabattu and the Hebrew sabbath is orobable.
At the end of the discussion ^yle concludes that at
present there is no evidence that the Hebrer, usage is
orrowed from Babylonia. (85)
Jastrow reaches the aarae conclusion ". . Despite
certain eleiaents 4f the Hebrew Bab; ath which may be asso-
ciated with the Babylonian shabattun, the Hebrew Sabbath
is an expression of religious irieas and of a conception of
divine governnient utterly distinct from that which we find
in the religion of Babylonia and Assyria." (86)
The story of the Great ion ani of the seventh day when
God rested was without question told by the Hebrews to give
an exDlanation for the beginning of their sabbath obeer\'ance.
A state?nent froi Driver givers us a clue to the proper teaching
r
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value for our present day. . the week, cnderi by the
sabbath, determined the Mays' of crefitlon, not the 'days*
of Creation the week". (87) Through experience the one day
of rest in seven has nroved. necessary. After the day was
found to be essential and a part of the prograa for the
people the eternal question *v?hy' caae to be answered In
the Creation ston/. The stateraent by Driver aade above
reminds us of the answer of Jesus when his actions on that
day were brought into question by the leaders of the churchj-
"the Sabbath Is made for iiian ani not raan for the Sabbath". With
every generation of young people cones the discussion on the
subject of the use of the Oabbath. Too often the nroblem is
solved arbitrarily by referring to sorae code or tradition
of the church or the home. The best possible solution coLies
when the spirit of the day is understood. It Is not a day
of prohibitions as was referred to in the Babylonian
quotation given on page 53 • It Is a day that is essential
to our living our best. The general idea here stated nay
be aiaolified and Illustrated. The story of the Creation
gives us a remarkably fine backgrH^und for present day con-
sideration.
The origin of the sanctuaries of the Hebrews are given
in the legends. They were considered sacred when God appeared
to their tribal fathers In some unusual nanner. As an
illustration several Instances can be stated. Abraham
at ?5hechem {Gen. 12:6,7), at Bethel (12:8,9) and at Hebron
(Gen 13:14-18). The stone altar at Bethel is accounted for
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t>y the experience of Jacob. Gen. 35:9-15) The pillar at
Bethlehem (liiphrath) Is exnlalned by the pillar placed at
the grave of Rachel. (Gen. 35:16-22)
Circuracislon Is explained by the Covenant made with
Abrahaa (Gen. 17:1-1^) 5nd the beginning of the practice v;ith
his own household. (Gen. 17:22-27)
The explanation of the reason for telling the story
of Jacob at Penuel is given in the last verse. (Cen. 32:22-32)
"Therefore the children of Israel eat not the sine-Tr of the
hip which is uoon the hollow of the thl^h, unto thid day; be-
cause he touched the hollov? of Jacob's thign in the slnev? of
the hip." (vs. 32) The linping at the feast of Penuel is
also explained by the snnie legend.
The account of Abrahan offering up Tsanc wss no doubt
give« as an exolanation of the sacrifice of a raa at one of
the Hebrew feasts. (%) In an aetiologlcal sense it was told
to account for the fact that Israel did not r^ractice child
sacrifice while their neighbors did. Child sacrifice was prac-
ticed in Canaan be^^ore the Israelites entered the land. (89)
It was the prnctlce of neirhborlno: people as well, hen Judah
and Kdon went t6 battle with the King of Moab, the King, Mesh^
sacrificed his oldest son on the walls of the city to strengthen
Ghemosh, their God. Geein«; this Judah and Kdom retre^Jted.
Abrahaia stands out as a person who exenollfied unselfish
obedience to God. He had no thoup-ht for his ovn feelings. His
only concern ra3 in following God's coia^ands. Gouoled with his
obedience was his l^aolicit, child-like faith in God.
For Israel these legends were explanations of their
sacred rites. For us the value is different. That God is
the power behind their religion is one of the great teachings
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of these legendB as is true In the majority of thera. However
there are nany other lessons for us. The sacrifice of Isaac
Is a synbol of Ahrahan's obedience to God, Because of his
explicit obedience Cod revealed himself to Abrahaa in a
fuller neasure. It is an illustration of the progressive
revelation of God's love. The incident is crude. The lesson
suprene. God will reveal himself to us if we strive to obey
him according to the light we possess. Jacob harl an experience
at Penuel. He met Ood. As a result he was a changed nan.
cannot be the same after neetlng God face to face, 'fhen
intercreted from a universal standpoint these legends
are springs of source material for teaching G-od*s love
and his plan for the ages.
5. Geological
Geological legends do not appear In grent numbers. They
might be classified under the aetiologlcil.Howevar the
one most prominently belonging to this group ^kIII be made
mention of; the (fttruction of Sodom and Gomorrah. This story
explains tv^o thines, first, the barrennesB of the Dead Sea
district ana second, the lertiLity of ^oar. h third aight
well be added, the exDlanation of the presence of life-like
forms in the Dead Sea district arising out of the experience
accredited to Lot*s vife.
The use of these legends for the Hebrer people is plain.
Their teaching value for our generation is very limited. It is
interesting as information but not fertile teaching material.
f
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6. Mixed l8sei")ds.
The aixed legend is a corablnatlon of other ty^eo. It
explains laoro than one thing. A great number can well be
placed urror this heading. The flight of Hagar (Gen. 16:7-14)
depicts the life of lahiiael the father of the Ishraaelites
,
explains thr sacre'^JnGSB of Lacha-rol and frlves the etyraol-
o^y of the naaes Lacha-roi and Ishmael. Jacob at Bethel
gives the source of the nacne of Bethel and gives the reason
for the existence of the sanctuary at that place. Jacob at
Penuel is an illustration of the cereaonial legend in that
it evpiain^ the liaping at the '-'east of Penuel and the
prohibition of the eating of the sinew of the hip. It is
ethnological in that it accounts for the origin of the
race. It is ety.-aolorrical in that it explains the origin
of the names Penuel and Israel. It is historical because it
depicts an event in the life of a great character. It is
aetlological since it has a distinct purpose.
The varied teaching values of the raixed legend has
been indicated above. They were told for laany purposes to
Israel. They nay be used to teach laany lessons today. 3oae
of the teaching values have been treated in the dlscusGions
of other types of legends.
7. Historical.
The legends of the patriarchs when treated as distinct
individuals and not as symbols for tribes can be classed as
historical, v.hen told from the standpoint of the stofy of
1.
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a particular in^Uvldual the reaction on tae lietenera Is
different. Ounkel Bugnrests the key note of sone of the
stories. (90) The sacrifice of Isaac centers around the
eaotional element; Jacob's deception of Isaac, humor; the
pleading of Abraham for Sodoa and Gomorrah, noral earnestness.
The stories of certain patriarchs were at first told
as separate units. Later they were grouped together into
what is called the legend-cycle. As an Illustration the
relation of Abraham and Lot is nade up of a cycle of
three legends:
Gen. 12:1-5 The aigratlon of Abrahau and Lot to Canaan
Oen. 13:1-13 Their separation at Bethel
Qen. 14:13-1': Abrahaa rescues Lot.
Each legend is complete in itself. The first one ends
v?ith the stateraent "they went forth to go into tho land of
Canaan; and into the land of Canaan they caae. Immediately
thereafter begins a story of Abraham vithout any connection
to the passage that has preceded. The same separation of
the units of each legend-cycle is evident in all to a more
or less marked degree.
The stories of the patriarchs laust have interested the
primitive Hebrews. They must have been told scores and scores
of times. It is improbable that they vrere told for any other
purpose than for entertainment and the giving of infornation
regarding their history with the aX.n of maintaining a national
consciousness and a national Idealism. The distinctive feature
running throurrh the entire history is the fact that their
destiny was in the hands of God, God directed their paths.

In our naterlally lalnaed age auch an Interpretation of
history if? very apt as has beon po\nte^5 out. However there
are lesBons that can be drawn frora the stories that apt)ly
to the in'-Hvl^lual as well as to the nation. The story of
Joseph will be taken as an illustration. The story of Joseph
occupies more space than any other character. If this Is
any Indication Joseph eauat have been considered as an
laportant character In the minds of the Hebrews.
Light Is thrown on the story by archaeological findings
In Egypt. "The Tale of Two Brothers" as told In Barton^^
and other references. arc of interest. (91) . Aroright has
\
laborously tried to show the relation of the story to
Egyptian mythology. (9?) But let us look at the story for
comparative values for our present day.
31x teaching values may be mentioned. The first, the
story of Joseph' n dreams, (Gen. 37 '.5-11) night be headed
"3eeing the Invisible". Joseph and his other brotiiers had
the same opoortunity • It Is true that Joseph was the favorite
son but that Is probably because of Joseph's char'^ct eristics.
His brothers saw only the every day routine of life.
Joseph saw beyond. He pictured hlniself In the future. He
made his plans accordingly. He was clled a drearaer.
Every leader In the world must be a dreamer. Material
feats like brid'^es and skyscrapers exist first in the aind
of man. Social reforms and religious movenents exist in the
mind of nan. First In the head, then in the hand, Is the
process. But we can see the Invisible In people as well, aa
i
in the naterial realm. Jgbus saw through the actual Peter to
the possible Peter. A teacher or a leader in the field of
hunan personality rauet see beyond the actual. He must see
the invisible. He :iiust be a dreaaer.
r--eph was Rold into Egypt. (Gen. 37:18-36) This episode
reg'^tltle^^^^^^^^R o^h Opportunities", "^ith many this
woiild be the last. Joseph did not bemoan his fate and say
all the /.'or'ld* a vrrong. It is recorded that he Interpreted
his experience as sent by God. His brothers raeant evil. God
neant it for rood. Joseoh had little opportunity. Ho was
taken to a striiuf;e land. He di'^. not know thf people. And
he was taken as a slave. He had no contacts , no letters of
introduction. But in that sorry situation Joseph appears
triuaphant and victorious.
Opportunities do not Just come to us. Everything
that cojies our way is not bright. It is the reaction we
ake to our situation that determines our future. Take
things as they conie but let not things overcoae us. The
solrit of Joseph Is the spirit of the conqueror. It is
the dauntless spirit of Paul and of all who have aade
great contributions to the cause of nankind.
Joseph was falsely accused an'' put in prison. (Gen.
39:7 - 23) In the most trying kind of temptation Joseph
had entire control of the situation. He did not let his
environiaent bring him down. He overcame his envitonment.
Our title here is "Maintaining our Ideals", ^rhat a lesson
for youthi Young oeople are Inherently idealistic. But
i
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vhen they laeet with teraptatlon some drift with the current.
An olrl story but '3n eternal challenge, ^n6 today we have
higher Ideals- and raore motive for living?; u-d to then than
had Joseph.
Joseph irat In ^rjrlson. It - sorry day f'^'*'' h^ a.
But he did not becorae nelanchol^i and complain. He nade
c
the best of his situation. "Opportunity In efeat*' is our
title.
"The teaa that won't be beaten, can't be beaten" was
the spirit of Joseph. iCven when nen have nade great proi^ress
under dlfi^iculty thare cones a ti.ae when they seem to have
failed. They run on a dead level. V?a work on a laath problem.
The solution seeas to be impossible, '"e accomplish a little.
Then coiaes the dead level. The* plateau* as It is called in
the learning tjrocess. But all of f\ sudden llirht dawns If
we work conslatehtly arid faithfully. In this is an Enduring
lesson.
The fifth lesson Is what ^/elch terras "The sin of
ingratitude',' (93) Joseph had helped his fellow prisoner.
He was responsible for his securing his freedom. But when
he was free he forgot Joseph. Ingratitude!
Gratitude to people and to God is a demand on life. It
Is often neglected, ^e receive benefits but never say 'thank
you*. And youth Is apt to be ungrateful. They c^in profit
by the story of Joseph and his feTlow-prisonors.
The last lesson is contained fn a long episode telling
of the corning of Joseph's brothers to Egypt and their final
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abode ^ith hira. This Is the lesGon of forglveneos.
The lesson of sin anJ it 3 conoequenceB and of forgive-
ness and Its laolications is one that is all-iaportant. Of
all tho iteas contained in Ih Lord* a prayer the only one
that Jeaus elaborates on at all is the prayer of forglve-
noas. It, Tfas ia-^ortant in the nind of Jeous. Hov: rjuch nore
iiaportant for the youn^^ peoole of our itGnoration.
^e story of Jose-oh pottrays one of tho most important
epochs In Hebrew history. Joseph is the central flgiire and
became a nation?-! type or Ideal. The relation of the brothers
reflects the relation of one tribe to another. "^^'Ith the
death of Joseph and his veneration ended one epoch. The
Bucceedinf^ epoch is introduced in U^KOdus 1:8 ''nov: there
arose a new kinji over %ypt, who knew not Joseoh".
For years Joseph was the Idol of the nation. His
Influence cannot be measured. About hlia centered the interest
of the entire nation. He was one of the orinclpal characters
of the early history of Israel. Uore storie? rere told con*
cernlng his exploits than concerning any other person in
the history of Israel. But his influence vas greatest as a
hero for hir; ^eo^le. He roe the ideal of nerfection torard
which Israel strivGd.
As with Joseph, 80 with the other chars cters in Genesis,
they served both to jrlve a national i <eal \o +.he peor)le and
for every in Ividual of the nstlon they were ideals for
the personal life of ?!ll«
iif
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A study of the legends and rayths of Genesis such as
wo have made leads us to soue conclusions in regard to
their vorth with respect to their teaching value in our
present generation. The legends and layths have an abiding
value for all ages. The theraes with which tud^ aeal,
and especially in the first eleven chapters of Genesis, are
universal. They atteiant a solution of soae of the Drobleris
that have vexed the alnds of laen ever since the bCf^inning
of time. Three outstanding contributions of the legends
and nyths of Genesia raay be stated.
First. They give us an ar)nrec\ation of the history of
a great peoT)le. The stories of the patriarchs have made a
gr«at contribution to the entire life of Israel out of
which has been born the world's greatest religion. "Vhlle
these stories raay not be accurate in all details, the
spirit of the stories has been oroJecte'J down through the
ages.
Second. The orooer understanding of the life and teachings
of Jesus is possible only when we have a background of the
religion that he came in contact with in his generation.
The legen:3s and myths of Genesis influenced Jesus and his
teachings. 'Ve can understand his teachings best when we
understand the backgrounds of the F!ebrew relip-ion.
Third. The legends and myths of Genesis deal with
fundamental and universal religious an." moral concepts.
The problem of sin, mortality, origins and causes is
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unlversal. ^ study of their concerDtlons of the solution
to these nroblems ^^Ivea ub a etartlnfr DOint for their
conBlderatlon In the present day. The all -import ^'^nt con-
cention of the ^"'Irectinp: force of God In hunan history can
best be understoo^l throuf^h a study of the r>riiaiti"we history
of tha Hebrews.
A.ny trend away fro^n the conflideration of soiae of the
leprends and 'oyths of Genesis is founded on a falae basis.
However, as has been pointed out, sone of the traditions do
not have any oarticular value. But so itiany do na/e enduring
truths that it is inconceivable that all should be case
aside on account of the few le^-ends and myths that are
of questionable value. The value of the legends and ayths
of Genesis coae^v not fro'^i a literal or scientific treatment
but fro'i a aonsTderation of the f mda^ental truths they
contain. >ro.a that standpoint they will be worthy of the
consideration of any oeoole at any tirae.
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(62) Ibi' p. 229
(63) Ibid.
(64) Jastrow, Ilorrls Hebrew and Babylonian Traditions p. 6
(65) See nage 45
(66) See Skinner, John, Oenesis p. 368
(67) nee o*ige 13
(68) '^.ee page 39
(69) For a comparative list see Barton, (1. A. Archaeology and
the Bible pages 264 to 272

vlil
(70) This quotation and the ' -eatiaent of tha patriarchal
narratives is froa Dr. Klner A.- LeBlie.
(71) Ibid
(72) Pf^ton, B. The Oral Sources of the Patriarchal Narratives
(73) ^^ee najxe 11
(74) J- Is credited with 29:2-14 and 30:3b-5.7.9-16,20b-21
and E 29:5-20.21-23, 30:l-3a.6,8.17-20a.22b-23, 35:16-20 and
41:49-57
(75) ^>ee page 8
(76) Bertholet, Alfred A History of Hebrew Civilization p. 45
Also 'tood, Garleton The Religion of Canaan, Introduction
(77) See Page 9. Refer to Genesis 38
(78) Gunkel, Hernann The Legends of Genesis p. 20
(79) Quoted froru Leslie
(80) See Olay, Albert T. The Origin of Biblical Tradition Gh. 5
(81) Wood, " . Garleton The ^^ellglon of Ganaan Ghap. 10
If thin is the case the Hebrew'-^ can well have inherited
the observance of the Sabbath fro.a the pre-canaanitish In-
habitants of thf? land, the Araorites.
(82) Driver, n. R. The Book of Genesis p« 34
3ee also Jastrow, Morris Hebrew and Babylonian Traditions
Chapter 3
(83) Ryle, Herbert E. The Book of Genesis pages 40-41
quoting frora Jastrow, Morris, The Religion of Babylon and
Assyria pages 376 and 377
(84) Ibid, p. 41 and 42
(85) Ibid
ii
(86) Jastrow, .i^orrls Hebrew and Babylonian Traditions p. 15^
(87) Driver, S. R. The Book of Genesis p. 35
(88) Hu.aan sacrifice replaced by aniraal ICx. 13:13
(89) Ifacalester, R. A. 3. Bible Sidell^thts fro.a the .lound of
Oezer. Indications of this T)ractlce found at Gezer. Mao at
Ilefilddo. For further, infornatlon B6e Bertholet, Mfred, A
History of Hebrev GivllizatlTn, G liap, 2
(90) Gunkel, ilernann The Legend -.-^ Gonasis 44
(91) Barton, G. A. Archaeology and the Bible pares 299-306
(92) See Albright, ^, F, Historical and Mythical Elements in
the Story of Josenh
(93) Welch, Ada;u C. The Story of Joeeoh p. 37
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